CET Cell is inviting sealed quotation from reputed experience Software development firms having experience in software development for developing and launching module for preparation and set up of confidential work of 08 Higher Education Courses and 05 Technical Equation Courses.

The Module to be developed will have following steps.

2. Section-wise Experts are appointed for course.
3. Personal details, Qualification, Work Experience & Bank details of expert group to be collected in portal.
4. Section-wise Reviewers are appointed.
5. Experts upload the content on the secured online portal thorough the secured login.
6. The Respective content is visible in the respective Reviewers Login only. The Content will be in English Language.
7. The reviewer solves the QPS and puts his comments in Comment Box.
8. The Section QP is now visible to the Section Expert for rectification.
9. The Moderation of full QP will be done by Moderator.
11. The fully prepared Section is now available for the bundling.
12. The Controller of Examination then selects the Questions from sections as per the Syllabus weightage and prepares a full QP.
13. Selected Agency will Transfers the final content on the Template provided by CET Cell in secured manner.
14. The finally content uploading on portal of SI Selected for Examination by State CET Cell will be verified by Controller of Examination to satisfy how it will be seen by the candidates. CET Cell reserves the right to add any feature to the Module.

Interested experienced software agencies are directed to submit their sealed quotation with features & all Inclusive cost to the Commissioner & Competent Authority, State CET Cell, Mumbai on or before 16th January 2023 till 06.00 PM by post / Courier.

Competent Authority reserves the right to accept any or reject all proposals.

Sd/-
(Mahendra B. Warbhuvan, IAS)
Commissioner & Competent Authority
State Common Entrance Test Cell,
Maharashtra State, Mumbai